Myosin-like proteins 1 and 2 are not required for silencing or telomere anchoring, but act in the Tel1 pathway of telomere length control.
The positioning of chromosomal domains in interphase nuclei is thought to facilitate transcriptional repression in yeast. It has been reported that two large coiled-coil proteins of the nuclear envelope, myosin-like proteins 1 and 2, play direct roles in anchoring yeast telomeres to the nuclear periphery, thereby creating a subcompartment enriched for Sir proteins. We have created strains containing complete deletions of mlp1 and mlp2 genes, as well as the double null strain, and find no evidence for the disruption of telomere anchoring at the nuclear periphery in these cells. We also detect no disruption of telomere-associated gene silencing. We confirm, on the other hand, that mlp mutants are particularly sensitive to DNA-damaging agents, such as bleomycin. Moreover, we show that rather than having short telomeres as in yKu-deficient strains, the mlp1 mlp2 strains have extended telomeres, resembling phenotypes of mutations in rif1. Whereas the mlp1 mlp2 mutations act on a pathway of telomere length regulation different from that of yKu70, the effects of the tel1 deletion are epistatic to the mlp mutations, suggesting that the Mlp proteins restrict telomere length in wild-type cells by influencing the Rif-Tel1 pathway of telomerase regulation.